Nintendo has finally jumped on the bandwagon. Dissatisfied with the possibility of forever remaining a game company, they finally started shipping out their first mind control devices. We investigate.

The 3DS is not only named for its 3d game play but also for the fact that no matter what you play on it, you can download into your subconscious mind: love Nintendo; obey Nintendo; and connect to Wifi whenever possible.

**Common Sense** found that Wifi connections are Nintendo’s way of communicating to their future slaves. Both Sony and Microsoft have already started to do the same with the PSP/Rgo and the Halo series respectively.

What Nintendo is attempting to do though is control young minds.

**THE NEW 3DS: MIND CONTROL** by K. Martinez(‘11)

This will give them a leg up in the future war between the companies for they will control future leaders.

Cody Allstreet(‘11) refuted these claims by saying that "Nintendo isn’t evil. Nintendo is our friend." He then excused himself saying he needed to get some money for the 3DS as he held a pack of dangerous materials.

Mr. Holmes refuted these claims in a more scientific manner sharing that “They keep this as well sharing that "They keep their secrets in the basement of HSAS, why is he sometimes late or near late in the mornings?" He confirmed that he has a “secret room" in the basement of HSAS, as though the suspicions prove true. Mr. Halabi does indeed have a "secret room" in the basement of HSAS.

**THE JACKSON FIVE** by Jason Amaya(‘11)

This article is very late; however, it bears a lot of relevance. This past February 33rd a group of seniors went on a trip to outer space. There was a horrible accident, and they came back as super seniors.

**Common Sense** investigates.

Robert Peraj(‘11), commented, "I wish I had super senior privileges." The ordinary seniors have dubbed these super seniors, "The Jackson Five." The Jackson Five consists of Isaac De Los Santos, Matthew Berdeguez, Cody Austrie, Rifat Hossain, and Cynthia Brito. One of the ordinary seniors, Robert Peraj(‘11), commented, “I wish I had super senior privileges.” However, he does not have those privileges… Not many of us do.

When asked about this occurrence, sophomore Devoneearthwindfire Ortiz(‘14) stated: “When I grow up, I want to be just like these super seniors. That is why I know it’s him.”

Apple Sider(‘12) weighed in on this as well sharing that “They key to our success is from becoming grimy.”

Apple Sider wishes that his name be kept confidential, and **Common Sense** will try to oblige. Ooops.

The Jackson Five can be seen just about everywhere. They roam the empty hallways of HSAS making sure that justice always prevails.

Even Safety Officer Castro looks to them in times of need.

Castro said: “They’re my heroes! I need them in my life.”

Another student’s life that “The Jackson Five” has touched would be sophomore Sara (Colorotherthan) Brown(‘13). She was very emotional about this topic as she shared: “My life wouldn’t be the same without them. The super seniors have shown me the light!” It looks like she’s well on her way to becoming a super senior herself.

The Jackson Five are bringing justice to a class near you!
Mr. Sheen Walks Our Hallowed Halls at HSAS

By Matthew Rodriguez(12)

Charlie Sheen recently applied for a job at HSAS; his interview with the Board of Education seems to have gone really well. After being interviewed by Mr. Weiss this Monday, he was announced fit enough to teach U.S. History at our school. Common Sense investigates the reaction of our student body.

“I caught up with him around lunch... and we had an intellectual conversation and discussed the Hamiltonian Assumption Policy of the early 1790s.” --Rifat Hossain(11)

Jacob Moore(12) shared that: “Charlie Sheen has been wrongly accused of being crazy. He quit the show because he was too good an actor and he wanted to pursue his teaching dream.”

Common Sense followed up on the news and has found out that Charlie Sheen will teach approximately half the students from each grade.

Mr. Weiss stated, “Charlie Sheen and I had a long talk about the events surrounding him this past month and many things were cleared up.”

Michael Coulomb(14) who was privileged enough to have been in the first class, Charlie Sheen taught said “I learned so much from the first class and he is one of the nicest teachers I have ever had.”

Having only taught one class so far, many have not yet witnessed his skills as a teacher. However Rifat Hossain(11) stated “I caught up with him around lunch; was surprised that he knew my name, and we had an intellectual conversation and discussed the Hamiltonian Assumption Policy of the early 1790’s.”

Charlie Sheen has been spotted by Common Sense around the Lehman College campus with a bag full of books and notes bursting from its seams.

John Ferrante(13) stated “I have not yet seen Charlie Sheen in or around campus. However I’m on edge about having him as my teacher due to the media surrounding him.”

Common Sense plans on looking in on classes and the lessons Charlie Sheen has planned and reporting more on the situation in the future.

Uziel Origins Revealed

By Christopher Curcio(11)

Uncommon Sense that apparently he maintained Neil Peart’s drums, the greatest drummer of all time, before each show.”

Uncommon Sense still wanted to learn what led Mr. Uziel to be a physics teacher.

Upon questioning Casey Lin(12), she mentioned how Mr. Uziel “turned to a life of physics after being robbed in an alleyway and being saved by Batman.”

Apparently Batman had a second sidekick by the name of Vector, who had control over all physics and fought crime alongside the Dark Knight.

Marco Gill(14) told Uncommon Sense that when he was a child, “Vector saved me from a fall by stopping gravity.”

Upon studying news articles created by DC Comics chronicling Batman’s actions, the heroic actions of Vector are rarely mentioned, but are significant to understanding Mr. Uziel.

Was Mr. Uziel a crime fighting master of physics and a roadie for the greatest band of all time? These answers can only be found in the darkest corners of the Twilight Zone.

American Studies Puts Up A Velvet Rope

By Danielle Bautista(12)

A few weeks ago, Common Sense published an article regarding the reason why our security guards are so eager for the students to leave the school’s premises at the end of the day.

We reported it was merely school protocol and that rules are meant to be followed, no matter how random they may seem. The truth is something that HSAS students may or may not be prepared for.

Once the last student filters out of the building, HSAS instantly becomes a night club. At the press of a secret button behind the security desk, the floor tiles begin to flash wildly in different colors, the desk itself turns into a bar stocked with a wide array of alcoholic beverages, and Mr. Olivieri hooks up a turntable to his beloved intercom system.

Soon, a crowd of people fills the school, eager to get their groove on. Those night classes that were rumored to be held after school are dance classes, in which our very own HSAS teachers instruct one another to first pump and “dougie,” as the kids are known to be into these days.

This makes them all the more prepared to dance once the party starts.

Dylan Blau Edelstein(12) shared his story: “Once... I looked through the window and I saw a teacher doing the Electric Slide on a desk!”

Some students have reportedly tried to break into the club. Dylan Blau Edelstein(12) shared his story: “Once I was walking by the school at night and looked through the window and I saw a teacher doing the Electric Slide on top of a desk!”

Dylan attempted to enter but was stopped by “bouncers blocking my way.” He then walked away from this reporter, presumably still forlorn from the experience.

Brandon Nguyen(11) has admitted to trying an entrance via the roof, but has professed no such luck in doing so.

Other students have found success in breaking in.

I think this club is an asset to our school and as a freshman it really helped me to feel as if I was a part of the school’s community,” said Nora McCready(14). She chose to conceal her method of entrance.

When Leeann Dubydeen(13) found out that the school was really a club in disguise, she stated “I was really shocked. It was such a shock.”

Mr. Iurato remarked “I’m big on discouraging partying. Monday nights are the best at HSAS.” Our teachers are certainly well-rounded.

The Most Important Article Ever

By The Most Important Person Ever
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